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26 Abstract

27 Ostrava in the Moravian-Silesian region (Czech Republic) is a European air pollution hot 

28 spot for airborne particulate matter (PM), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and 

29 ultrafine particles (UFPs). Air pollution source apportionment is essential for implementation 

30 of successful abatement strategies. UFPs or nanoparticles of diameter <100 nm exhibit the 

31 highest deposition efficiency in human lungs. To permit the apportionment of PM sources at 

32 the hot-spot including nanoparticles, Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) was applied to 

33 highly time resolved particle number size distributions (NSD, 14 nm-10 µm) and PM0.09-1.15 

34 chemical composition. Diurnal patterns, meteorological variables, gaseous pollutants, organic 

35 markers, and associations between the NSD factors and chemical composition factors were 

36 used to identify the pollution sources. The PMF on the NSD reveals two factors in the 

37 ultrafine size range: industrial UFPs (28%, number mode diameter - NMD 45 nm), 

38 industrial/fresh road traffic nanoparticles (26%, NMD 26 nm); three factors in the 

39 accumulation size range: urban background (24%, NMD 93 nm), coal burning (14%, volume 

40 mode diameter - VMD 0.5 µm), regional pollution (3%, VMD 0.8 µm) and one factor in the 

41 coarse size range: industrial coarse particles/road dust (2%, VMD 5 µm). The PMF analysis 

42 of PM0.09-1.15 revealed four factors: SIA/CC/BB (52%), road dust (18%), sinter/steel (16%), 

43 iron production (16%). The factors in the ultrafine size range resolved with NSD have a 

44 positive correlation with sinter/steel production and iron production factors resolved with 

45 chemical composition. Coal combustion factor resolved with NSD has moderate correlation 

46 with SIA/CC/BB factor. The PMF applications to NSD and chemical composition datasets 

47 are complementary. The organic markers homohopanes correlate with coal combustion and 

48 the levoglucosan correlates with urban background. PAHs in PM1 were found to be 

49 associated with coal combustion.

50 Main finding:

51 Industry is the major source of UFPs at the receptor site. Local combustion sources contribute 

52 to the accumulation mode particles. PAHs in PM1 are associated with coal combustion.

53 Keywords

54 Industry, Local heating, Nanoparticles, Positive Matrix Factorization, Polycyclic Aromatic 

55 Hydrocarbons.
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56 Introduction

57 During the last 15 years, the 75% of the air quality monitoring stations in European Union 

58 (EU) registered a drop in the concentrations of atmospheric particulate matter (PM, EEA 

59 Report 2016). However, the concentrations of PM10 and PM2.5 still exceed the EU limit 

60 values in some regions (EEA, 2016). Recently, ultrafine particles (UFPs, diameter <100 nm) 

61 have received great attention because they are particularly hazardous for human health: (i) 

62 they can reach the alveolar region of lung; (ii) they have high deposition efficiency 

63 (Venkatamaraan, 1999); and (iii) they have orders of magnitude higher surface area to mass 

64 ratios compared to larger particles (Oberdörster et al. 1994).

65 The Moravian-Silesian region (Fig.1), in the north-eastern part of the Czech Republic, is an 

66 EU hot spot for air pollution. Epidemiological studies have demonstrated that the air 

67 pollution in Ostrava, the major city of the region, significantly affects the health of the 

68 population, with an increased rate of respiratory illnesses compared to other regions of the 

69 Czech Republic (Šrám et al., 2013, Topinka et al., 2015). High anthropogenic emissions, due 

70 to the steel industry, coke plants, domestic heating, vehicular traffic, and the transport of 

71 polluted air masses from Poland, contribute to the worsening of air quality especially in the 

72 winter (Mikuška et al., 2015, Pokorná et al., 2015, 2016). The 24-hours PM10 limit (50 μg m-

73 3) is frequently exceeded (CHMI, 2017) along with elevated concentrations of polycyclic 

74 aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) (Mikuška et al., 2015). High concentrations of UFPs (up to 

75 1.4×105 cm−3) highly enriched with PAHs (2.9 mg/g) were observed in the winter 2014 

76 (Leoni et al., 2016). PAHs are formed by the incomplete combustion of fossil fuels and 

77 wood, and they have carcinogenic and mutagenic properties (Ravindra et al., 2007).

78 The planning and the application of abatement strategies to improve air quality in Ostrava are 

79 only possible when the pollution sources are identified and apportioned. This is challenging 

80 in this location, due to the presence of several sources, some of them situated near urban 

81 settlements. The source apportionment is possible through the application of Positive Matrix 

82 Factorization (PMF) bilinear model (Polissar et al., 2001; Hopke, 2016), where input data are 

83 composed of two matrices of temporal variability of aerosol chemical composition and mass. 

84 PMF with highly time resolved aerosol data provides information at temporal resolution 

85 capable of identifying not only the main PM sources, but also sources that may have too short 

86 duration impact to be observed in 24 h integrated samples (e.g. Elsasser et al. 2012; Ancelet 

87 et al., 2012, 2014; Pancras et al., 2013; Moreno et al., 2013; Hovorka et al., 2015). Recently, 

88 source apportionment studies focus not only on particle mass, but also on NSD (Harrison et 

89 al., 2011, Beddows et al., 2015, Masiol et al., 2017, Sowlat et al., 2016). The analysis of the 
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90 mass chemical composition data distinguish sources contributing mainly to particle mass, 

91 while the analysis of the particle NSD identifies sources contributing principally to particle 

92 number, enabling the source apportionment down to nanoparticles (Beddows et al., 2015; 

93 Masiol et al., 2017).

94 Recent Ostrava pollution source apportionment studies, based on size segregated aerosol 

95 chemical composition (Pokorná et al. 2015, 2016) revealed coal combustion (CC), raw iron 

96 production, steel production and traffic being sources of PM0.34-1.15 and road dust source of 

97 coarse particles (PM1.15-10). The use of specific molecular markers (Mikuška et al., 2015) 

98 revealed combustion of wood and coal, vehicular emissions and industrial production of coke 

99 and iron the main PM2.5 sources. Despite these studies, detailed pollution source 

100 identification down to nanoparticles was not performed. Additionally, the identification of the 

101 CC sources is difficult: coke plant, home heating, and transports of polluted air masses from 

102 the near Polish industrial areas may have very similar chemical profiles (Pokorná et al., 

103 2015). 

104 The aim of this study is to give further insights on air pollution sources in Ostrava, including 

105 in the nanoparticle pollution. Gaseous pollutants, organic markers and meteorological 

106 variables are used to help the source identification. The factors resolved with NSD are 

107 compared with mass chemical composition factors and associations are disclosed. Lastly, 

108 since PAHs are in high concentration in Ostrava and they are strongly harmful to human 

109 health, their association with PMF-revealed sources is discussed.

110 Materials and methods

111 Experimental

112 An intensive sampling campaign was performed from 4th February to 7th March 2014 in the 

113 residential district of Ostrava – Radvanice and Bartovice located in the southeastern part of 

114 the city. A large metallurgy complex is located 1.5 km southwest of the sampling station (Fig. 

115 1). The instruments were placed in an air-conditioned container. Five-minute integrated 

116 particle NSD were measured with a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (14 – 730 nm, SMPS-

117 3936L25, TSI Inc.) and an Aerodynamic Particle Sizer (0.523 – 10 μm, APS-3321, TSI Inc.). 

118 Size segregated PM was collected with a Davis Rotating-drum Uniform-size-cut Monitor – 

119 8DRUM (DELTA Group UC-Davis), from the 10th to 28th of February and is used to provide 

120 2-h resolved PM compositions. Particles were collected on Mylar substrates lightly greased 

121 with ApiezonTM. The 8DRUM collects particles in 8 size ranges from 0.09 μm to 10 μm. The 
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122 five smallest size range samples, from 0.09 μm to 1.15 μm, were analyzed for 24 elements 

123 (Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, K, Ca, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ga, As, Se, Br, Rb, Pb) 

124 using synchrotron X-ray fluorescence (S-XRF) by the Air Quality Research Center, 

125 University of California. For the modeling, data from the five size ranges were merged in 

126 PM0.09-1.15 to overlap the size range of the NSD. The 2-hours mass concentrations were 

127 measured with beta attenuation monitor (Ortec 590A).

128 Five-minute PM10 mass concentration was measured with a beta attenuation monitor (FH 62 

129 I-R, Thermo ESM Andersen); wind speed – WS and wind direction – WD (WindSonic, Mc 

130 Gill); temperature – T (Comet 200-80/E); precipitation by disdrometer (Laser Precipitation 

131 Monitor, Thies); CO, NO2, NO, O3, SO2, CH4 and non-methane hydrocarbons with automatic 

132 monitors (Horiba-360 series). Hourly concentrations of organic and elemental carbon – 

133 OC/EC PM2.5 (Sunset) were measured in semi continuous regime (45 minutes collection and 

134 15-minute analysis) using the NIOSH protocol (Birch and Cary, 1996), but only total carbon 

135 (TC) was eventually available for the data analysis due to technical problems with the 

136 analyzer. 24-hours levoglucosan, 16 US-EPA PAHs, 22R-17α(H),21β(H)-homohopane and 

137 22S-17α(H),21β(H)-homohopane were determined in PM1 collected on quartz filters using a 

138 high volume sampler (DHA-80, Digitel, 30 m3 h-1). Details of the sample preparation and the 

139 GC-MS analysis are described elsewhere (Mikuška et al., 2015). 

140

141 Figure 1. Left: Czech Republic and Ostrava. Right: Sampling station (triangle), close to the 

142 metallurgy complex. Background map: Corine Land Cover 2012 version v.18.5.1.

143 PMF modeling

144 PMF (USEPA version 5.0) was applied to NSD data (14 nm – 10 µm) and to PM0.09-1.15 

145 chemical composition separately. 
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146 For the NSD PMF we tested time resolution from 5 minutes to two-hour and determined 15 

147 minute resolution was optimal as these data are the best compromise to maintain a high time 

148 resolution but avoid unwanted noise. Additionally, the input data were handled by merging 

149 three consecutive bins, in order to (i) reduce the noise of the raw data, (ii) to decrease the 

150 variables number, (iii) to reduce the number of zeroes found in the coarse SMPS and APS 

151 bins (Masiol et al., 2016). Since the size segregation of SMPS is based on particle electrical 

152 mobility while the APS and 8DRUM impactor use particle aerodynamic properties, the 

153 mobility diameter was converted into aerodynamic using a standard ambient aerosol density 

154 (1.5 g cm-3, Hinds, 1999). The final matrix had 2905 rows (samples) and 42 columns 

155 (bins/variables, Table S2). The uncertainties were calculated according to Vu et al., 2015. 

156 The total variable was calculated summing all the bins. PMF was run several times using: (i) 

157 different uncertainty input matrices, different C3 value (Vu et al., 2015) in order to obtain the 

158 highest S/N ratio and the Qtrue closest to Qtheoretical; (ii) different extra modeling uncertainty; 

159 (iii) different number of factors. 

160 2-hours integration time PM0.09-1.15 chemical composition was used as input for PMF. The 

161 five size ranges of the chemical composition were modeled first separately, however the PMF 

162 output of the PM0.09-1.15 chemical composition was adequately informative. The analytical 

163 uncertainties of TC were multiplied by 4. The data matrix was composed of 2-hours PM0.09-

164 1.15 mass concentrations calculated as a sum of the strip weights by beta gauge balance, 

165 corresponding elemental composition for 24 elements and PM2.5 TC. The final matrix had 217 

166 rows (samples) and 26 columns (species/elements). Mg, P, V, Ni, Ga and Rb variables were 

167 set as bad; Na, Al, Se and TC and PM as total variable were classified as weak.

168 Polar plots and daily pattern were obtained using the R Openair Package (Carslaw and 

169 Ropkins, 2012).

170

171 Results and discussion

172 Campaign overview

173 The average PM10 concentration during the sampling campaign was 47±29 µg m-3, with 

174 peaks up to 286 µg m-3, registered with south-west WD. PM2.5 mass concentration, 

175 recalculated from merged SMPS and APS number concentration, was on average 37±20.4 µg 

176 m-3. The TC content in PM2.5 was on average 16.3±14.2 µg m-3. The gaseous pollutant 

177 campaign averages for NO2, NO, SO2, and CO were 28.3 µg m-3, 12.1 µg m-3, 4.4 ppb, 0.7 

178 ppm, respectively (Fig. S2). 
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179 Nanoparticles (14-30 nm), Aitken mode particles (30-80 nm), accumulation mode particles 

180 (80 nm – 1 µm) and coarse particles (1-10 µm) concentrations were respectively 3.5 ×103, 

181 6.4×103, 6×103, and 3.7 particles cm-3 (Fig. S2) Winds from the third quadrant of the wind-

182 rose (Fig S4) were the most frequent (180°- 270°deg. south-west direction, 32% of the 

183 campaign) and had the highest WS (average: 2.1 m.s-1). The northeast wind was the second 

184 most frequent (10% of the campaign), with an average WS of 1.6 m.s-1. For a detailed 

185 description of the UFPs number concentration and size distribution dynamics refer to Leoni 

186 et al., 2016.

187 Sources from NSD data

188 The model was run several times in order to find the most physically meaningful result and 

189 the best diagnostics. Four variables showed high scale residuals in the preliminary runs and 

190 they were marked as weak and their uncertainty tripled (18.5 nm, 20.6 nm, 0.47 µm and 5 

191 µm). For 18.5 nm, 20.6 nm, the high number of residuals is likely due to the nature of the 

192 nanoparticles characterized by fast changes in NSD. The model was run with different factor 

193 number (4 to 9); the most stable solution was found for a 6-factor solution. Extra modeling 

194 uncertainty (8.5%) was included to encompass errors not considered in the uncertainty 

195 assessment. All run converged, the scales residuals were normally distributed, no unmapped 

196 factors were detected with bootstrap error estimation, no swaps were observed with 

197 displacement error analysis, indicating that the solution has no data error and it is well 

198 defined (Table S1). Solution having <6 factors returned unresolved sources, a high number of 

199 scaled residuals >3, and Qtrue higher than Qtheoretical. When more than 6 factors were selected, 

200 a spurious factor appeared. This factor does not have a physical meaning: it lacks any distinct 

201 diurnal pattern, it is uncorrelated to other auxiliary variables, and it exhibits very small 

202 contribution to particle number concentration (PNC). In addition, solutions with >6 factors 

203 returned Qtrue values well below the Qtheoretical. 
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204

205

206 Figure 2. NSD PMF factors. NSD (red line), volume size distribution (blue dotted line) and 

207 explained variation (black dashed line). The volume size distribution was re-calculated from 

208 the NSD assuming spherical particles.

209

210 Factor 1. This factor includes most of the particles in the nucleation range; it exhibits a sharp 

211 mode at 26 nm (Fig. 2), with the second largest contribution to PNC (26%). The average 

212 concentration of this factor is 4.5×103 particles cm−3, but it shows peaks up to 3.4×104 

213 particles cm−3. The contribution to the volumetric concentration is low (2%). Photochemical 

214 nucleation is excluded because we do not observe new particle formation events with clear 

215 particle growth (banana shape) during the campaign, and we do not observe higher 

216 concentration at noon, when the solar radiation has the highest intensity (Leoni et al., 2017). 

217 Also, the high pollution level during the campaign is not a favorable condition for nucleation 

218 events due to high coagulation rate caused by high number of accumulation mode particles. 

219 For winds blowing from south-west, nanoparticles concentration increases with the WS (Fig. 
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220 3). The factor shows positive Spearman correlation with WS, NO2, SO2 (Fig. 3). The polar 

221 plots show the same area of origin for factor 1 and for the gaseous pollutants SO2 and CO 

222 (Fig.S3), on the south west of the sampling station, where the metallurgy complex is located 

223 (Fig.1). However, the daily pattern of factor 1 shows two peaks corresponding to rush hours 

224 (8 a.m. and 6 p.m.), suggesting road traffic emissions (Fig. 3). Peaks of factor 1 nanoparticles 

225 are also observed at the same time with peaks of NO (Fig. S5). These peaks are attributable to 

226 fresh road traffic emissions because NO is a pollutant primarily emitted by road traffic. The 

227 nanoparticles peaks, simultaneously with NO peaks, are observed on the days 5th, 21st, 24th, 

228 26th and 27th, with a low WS (<1 ms-1). The possible source of traffic nanoparticles can be the 

229 district’s main roundabout, located at 130 m north from sampling location, or the street 

230 located 60 m in south-west direction. However, a statistically significant difference between 

231 weekdays and weekends is not observed (Nonparametric Kruskal Wallis test, p value >0.05). 

232 Industrial emissions and a minor contribution of fresh road traffic emissions can represent the 

233 sources of factor 1 nanoparticles. The metallurgy industry has been identified as a source of 

234 nanoparticles (Riffault et al., 2016, Leoni et al., 2016). Emissions of stationary combustion 

235 sources such as industrial stack plumes can contain high nanoparticles concentrations 

236 (Dall’Osto et al., 2008; Marris et al., 2012; Leoni et al., 2016). For example, Marris et al. 

237 (2012) observed particles with size 10-30 nm downwind of a large metallurgy facility in 

238 northern France. 

239 Other studies reported multi-source factors in the ultrafine size range (Gu et al., 2011; Masiol 

240 et al., 2016). Nanoparticles can originate from various sources, and it is sometimes not 

241 possible to attribute to this factor only to one source. Even with varying the number of factors 

242 in the PMF modeling, this factor appeared in all the solutions, demonstrating its robustness 

243 and the lack of artifacts in the PMF solution. The problem in resolving the industrial and the 

244 freshly emitted road traffic can be due to the strong emission source represented by industry, 

245 close to the receptor. Analogous results are observed other studies having similar 

246 circumstances with very large local emissions dominating the PM concentrations (c.f., 

247 Owoade et al., 2015).

248 Factor 2. It is the major contributor to PNC (28%) and a minor contributor to volume 

249 concentration (6%), having a prominent mode at 45 nm (Fig. 2). The average concentration 

250 of factor 2 is 4.5×103 particles cm-3 with peaks up to 4.2×104 particles cm-3. As for factor 1, 

251 the concentration increases with the WS and with south western WD (Fig. 3), where the large 

252 metallurgy complex is situated (Fig. 1). Additionally, factor 2 polar plot is very similar to the 

253 SO2 and CO polar plots (Fig. S3). The factor shows positive correlation with SO2, CO, NO2 
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254 (Fig. 3), gaseous pollutants that are emitted by iron and coke production. The factor does not 

255 show a clear daily pattern (Fig. 3), and there is no statistically significant difference in the 

256 concentration between the weekdays and the weekends (Nonparametric Kruskal Wallis test, p 

257 value >0.05). The auxiliary variables indicate this is the industrial source. Indeed, metallurgy 

258 facilities can emit high concentrations of ultrafine particles with this size range (Riffault et 

259 al., 2016). In the same location, high concentrations of UFPs were measured with airborne 

260 measurement, pointing at steelwork chimney as major source (Leoni et al., 2016). Cheng et 

261 al., 2008, measured ultrafine particle size distribution in an iron foundry close to the iron 

262 production sector and observed high concentrations of UFPs with a mode at 46 nm. 

263 Weitkamp et al., 2005, measured the industrial emissions from a steelwork and observed 

264 particles in with 45 nm size, when downwind of the facility. 
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265

266 Figure 3. Continued
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267

268 Figure 3. Left: Polar plot with factors concentrations (15-minutes vector averaged WS and 

269 WD). Middle: histogram of Spearman correlation coefficients for auxiliary variables (only 

270 statistical significant coefficients ρ<0.05 are shown). Right: daily pattern of PMF factors, the 

271 shaded area represents the 95th% confidence interval.

272

273 Factor 3. Includes accumulation mode particles. The size distribution has a predominant 

274 mode, with number mode diameter (NMD) at 93 nm and a volume mode diameter (VMD) at 

275 246 nm (Fig. 2). The average concentration was 4×103 particles cm-3 with peaks up to 

276 2.2×104 particles cm-3. This factor is an important contributor to PNC (24%), and a moderate 
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277 contributor to the volume concentration (14%). This factor represents the urban background 

278 composed by particles originating from combustion sources, such as biomass burning and 

279 road traffic. This factor has a positive correlation with NOx, CO and PM10, and the daily 

280 variability reflects the traffic pattern, with a dominant morning peak at 7 a.m., but also we 

281 observe a broad peak in the evening from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. (Fig. 3). The same variability is 

282 observed in the weekends. The highest concentrations are observed with low WS (<1 m/s), 

283 and with north eastern direction, where the major roundabout of the district is situated (Fig 

284 4). Additionally, lower contribution is observed with south western WD and WS >2 m/s, 

285 where single family houses are located (Fig. 3). Factor 3 correlated well (r2=0.62) with 24-

286 hours levoglucosan concentrations (Fig. S6). Levoglucosan is a tracer for biomass burning 

287 (BB). It is not detectable in smoke from coal burning (Simoneit et al., 1999). Particle 

288 emissions from BB are dominated by an accumulation mode peaking at 100-150 nm, and 

289 occasionally a nucleation mode (Janhall et al., 2010). A small contribution of nanoparticle 

290 can be observed in Fig. 3, with a small mode in the ultrafine size range. Similar factor with 

291 NMD at 80 nm and at 22 nm was observed by dall’Osto et al., 2012 and attributed to urban 

292 background. Also, Vu et al., 2016 observed a similar factor with NMD at 93 nm, attributed to 

293 a mixture of carbonaceous particles originated by BB, and solid particles originated from 

294 traffic emissions. An urban background factor with the same daily pattern as in this study, 

295 consistent with both road traffic and with building heating, was observed by Beddows et al., 

296 2015 and by Masiol et al., 2017. A recent study at the same location (Mikuška et al., 2015) 

297 found that levoglucosan is the most abundant compound in the PM2.5 organic content, and 

298 that BB has a large contribution to the organic fraction of the atmospheric aerosol particles 

299 collected in Ostrava.

300 Factor 4. Includes particles in the accumulation size range, with NMD at 160 nm and VMD 

301 at 0.5 μm (Fig. 2). This factor has the highest contribution for the volume concentration 

302 (42%), and a moderate contribution to the number (14%). The number concentration average 

303 was 2.7×103 particles cm-3, with peaks up to 1.3×104 particles cm-3. Factor 4 correlates (r2 = 

304 0.62) with R-17α(H),21β(H)-homohopane, indicating that these particles likely originate 

305 from coal combustion (CC) emissions (Fig. S6). The homohopanes are organic compounds 

306 present in the smoke of CC but also in the lubricating oils of gasoline and diesel engines. The 

307 homohopane index (S/(S+R)) is the ratio between the concentration of R and S isomer of the 

308 17α(H),21β(H)-homohopane and it is used to distinguish CC from traffic emissions and to 

309 sort coal according to its maturity. Higher concentrations of R isomer than S isomer, indicates 

310 dominant CC emissions, while equal isomer concentration indicates traffic emission being 
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311 dominant (Křůmal et al., 2013). In a previous study, Mikuška et al., 2015, found that the 

312 concentration of R isomer of 17α(H),21β(H)-homohopane were higher than the concentration 

313 of S isomer, indicating that hopanes in Ostrava in winter originated predominantly from CC. 

314 In this study, the homohopane index ranged between 0.2 and 0.38 indicating emissions of 

315 semi-bituminous and bituminous CC (Oros and Simoneit, 2000). 

316 Even if in the area is impacted by coke production emissions, this factor does not seem to be 

317 related to the industrial source. In fact, this factor is related to low WS and north-

318 northeasterly winds (Fig. 3). The time series shows a typical local heating pattern, with a 

319 peak in the morning around 8 a.m. and a peak in the evening starting from 7 p.m., with a 

320 maximum at 10 p.m.  and lasting all night (Fig. 3). This pattern can be also linked to the 

321 stagnant atmospheric conditions during winter nights, which trap the emissions in lower 

322 altitude. The time series is the mirror image of the air temperature. The positive correlation 

323 with NOx, PM10 (Fig. 3) and TC (Fig. S7) indicates combustion sources as well. The highest 

324 concentrations of these particles, simultaneously correlated with homohopanes, were 

325 registered on the days 12th and 22nd to 25th, with calm winds and low temperature. For 

326 example, on February 12 the temperature did not go over 2°C. This factor likely depicts local 

327 sources, with a contribution from the north-northwest where an urban settlement with single 

328 family houses in located. 

329 Factor 5. This factor contributes to 3% of the number and 15% of the volume size 

330 distribution. It shows a VMD at 0.8 μm and a small mode with NMD at 75 nm (Fig. 2), an 

331 average concentration of 504 particles cm-3. Higher concentrations, up to 3.8×103 particles 

332 cm-3, occur with both south-western and north-eastern WDs, which are the two most frequent 

333 WDs, and the concentration increases with WS (Fig. 3). This factor shows a diurnal pattern 

334 with a broad peak in the morning, from 7 to 11 a.m., a minimum in the afternoon, and a 

335 further increase in the evening from 7 p.m. It does not show correlation with organic 

336 compounds, but it has a moderate correlation with PM10, NO2 and CO, (Fig. 3). The source of 

337 this factor is more difficult to attribute. Factor 5 concentration increases with the WS and it 

338 rises with both south-western and north-eastern WD. This factor can be attributed to regional 

339 pollution sources within Moravia-Silesia region (Fig. S11), but also pollution from the nearby 

340 Polish Silesia region cannot be excluded (Pokorna et al., 2015, Mikuska et al., 2015). Even if 

341 this factor presents the lower contributor to the number concentration, it makes appreciable 

342 contribution to the volume and for this reason was included in the solution. Also, it appeared 

343 in all the PMF solutions with 5 or more factors. Its exclusion produced a poor fit of the 

344 variables 0.8, 0.9, 1.2 and 1.4 μm, with high scaled residuals and ratio Qtrue/Qtheoretical >1.  
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345 Similar factor with peak between 0.7 and 3 μm was found by Gu et al., 2011 in Ausburgh, 

346 Germany, attributed to long range PM pollution.

347 Factor 6. It is characterized by super-micrometer mode particles (Fig. 2). This factor makes 

348 an appreciable contribution to volume concentration (20%), and the smallest contribution to 

349 the number concentration (2%). It shows an average concentration of 296 particles cm-3 and 

350 peaks up to 3.4×103 particles cm-3 with increasing WS and south-south western direction. 

351 Factor 6 does not have a clear daily pattern. The polar plots of factor 1, 2 and 6 are similar 

352 (Fig. 3), pointing on industrial source. This factor can be associated with the unloading and 

353 stocking of iron ores and coal for the ironmaking processes, and to the preparatory blending 

354 of raw materials. Coarse particles with VMD mode at 8 μm are observed when downwind 

355 industrial emissions by Mbengue et al. 2014, in Dunkirk (France). Also, Dall’Osto et al. 

356 2008, found in Port Talbot (UK) the vicinity of large steelwork coarse particles with mode 

357 centered at 6 μm. 

358 Higher WS can promote soil and road dust re-suspension (Hinds, 1999). Peaks of factor 6 

359 coarse particles appear simultaneously with peaks of the road dust factor in the mass 

360 concentration (Fig. S13), for example on February 19, 20, 25, 28. Gu et al., 2011 observed a 

361 peak in the NSD between 2 and 8.8 μm associated with natural crustal dust and resuspended 

362 road dust. Masiol et al., 2016, observed a peak in the volume concentration at 5 μm attributed 

363 to resuspension of crustal dust.

364 Sources from chemical composition data and factors associations

365 To estimate the PMF optimal number of sources, 3 to 7 factor solutions were analysed. The Q 

366 values, the resulting source profiles, and the scaled residuals were studied. The optimal factor 

367 number was 4 (Fig. S9, S10).

368 Factor 1. This factor was associated with high concentrations of S, As, Se, Br, K and TC. 

369 According to the chemical profile, the factor represented a mix of secondary inorganic 

370 aerosol (SIA), CC, and BB. Due to the lack of BB tracer as soluble-potassium (K+) or 2-hour 

371 levoglucosan concentration, the model was not able to resolve the biomass burning factor. 

372 The Q/Qexpected>2 for total-potassium (K) could indicate the missing BB factor. Nevertheless, 

373 K should be used with caution as a BB tracer, although it is largely emitted by BB, it also 

374 derives from other sources, such as crustal dust, sea-salt, coal usage, waste incinerators and 

375 others (Duan et al., 2004; Wang et al. 2007; Caseiro et al. 2009; Mkoma et al. 2013). The 

376 time series shows two broad peaks, one in the morning and one in the evening, with a 

377 maximum at 10 p.m. reflecting the heating habits (Fig. S8). This factor dominated during the 
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378 measurement campaign because it accounted for the 52% of PM0.09–1.15 mass. The highest 

379 concentrations were registered on the 20th, 21st, 22nd and 24th days, when the WS was 

380 predominantly low (< 2 ms-1). Higher concentration is also observed with higher WS and 

381 north/north-east WD (Fig. S12).

382 Factor 2. The second factor road dust from re-suspension and abrasion was represented by 

383 high contributions of Al, Si, Ca, Ti, Cu and TC (Han et al., 2005; Cheung et al., 2012), and 

384 contributed 22% to the PM0.09–1.15 mass. Higher concentrations are observed with WSs 

385 between 1 and 3 ms-1 from east/north-east where a roundabout of the city district is situated 

386 (Fig. S12). 

387 Factor 3. This factor was characterized by Na, Cl, Ca, Zn and TC and it was assigned to the 

388 sinter/steel production (Hleis et al., 2013) with a contribution of 16% to the PM0.09–1.15 mass.  

389 According to the previous studies by Pokorná et al., 2015, 2016 this factor combines two 

390 industrial sources. The steel production source of very fine particles (PM0.09-0.26) and the 

391 sinter production – hot and cold phase source of fine (PM0.15-1.15) and coarse particles (PM1.15-

392 10), respectively. The high concentration with average WS of 3 m/s and contribution from 

393 south-west, points on local industrial source (Fig. S12). In winter with south-west wind 

394 episodes, this factor contributes significantly to the PM. This finding is not in agreement with 

395 the study by Vossler et al., 2016 due to the choice of the measurement season (10/17 – 6/12 

396 does not response to the cold season) and consequent factor misinterpretation (factor mixed 

397 Cl ascribed to the combustion processes as transportation, biomass burning domestic waste, 

398 and/or coke; and road dust and road salt). 

399 Factor 4 was ascribed to raw iron production because its profile shows high concentration of 

400 metals especially Mn, Fe and Co (Querol et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2004; Cohen et al., 2010). 

401 The highest concentrations were registered when the average WS was 3 m/s. The polar plot 

402 matches the factor 3 polar plot (Fig. S12), pointing to local industrial source. This factor 

403 contributed 10% to the PM0.09–1.15 mass.

404

405 Comparison of PMF results on PND and mass

406 In order to compare the different factors obtained by the separate modeling, the PMF NSD 

407 output data were averaged to 2-hour time resolution after the modeling. Although the two 

408 datasets reflect in one case the physical and in the second case the chemical characteristics of 

409 the atmospheric particles, several factors show associations. NSD PMF factors industrial 

410 coarse particles, industrial UFPs, industrial/fresh traffic emitted nanoparticles have a positive 

411 correlation with sinter/steel production and iron production factors (Table 1). The CC factor 
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412 resolved with NSD has moderate correlation with the SIA/CC/BB factor and moderate 

413 inverse correlation with iron and sintering/steel production. 

SIA/BB/CC Iron production Sinter/steel prod. RD

Industrial/fresh traffic nanop. -0.43 0.65 0.35 0.18

Industrial UFPs -0.36 0.4 0.37 0.16

Urban Background -0.17 0.19 -0.25

Coal Combustion 0.45 -0.51 -0.35 0.03

Regional pollution 0.28 0.10

Industry coarse part./RD -0.21 0.51 0.34 0.22

414 Table 1. Spearman correlation coefficients ρ between PMF factors. Only statistically 

415 significant correlation coefficients (p<0.05) are shown. Coefficients with moderate 

416 (0.35<r<0.65) and strong (p>65) correlation are in bold.

417 Sources of PAHs

418 PAHs are formed by the incomplete combustion of fossil fuels and wood and are associated 

419 with mobile, domestic and industrial emissions. Domestic emissions are predominantly 

420 associated with burning of coal, wood and waste. Metallurgy industry emits PAHs mainly 

421 from coke production (Ravindra et al., 2007). PAHs source identification is often challenging 

422 because they are produced by several sources and depending on the atmospheric conditions, 

423 they can partition between gaseous or particulate phase. In Czech Republic, especially in the 

424 urbanized areas of the Moravian-Silesian region and of the Silesia Province in Poland 

425 ambient concentrations of PM-bound PAH are the highest in Europe (Rogula-Kozłowska et 

426 al., 2013; CHMI, 2014; Mikuška et al., 2015; Topinka et al., 2015; Rogula-Kozłowska, 2015; 

427 EEA 2016). A study conducted in the same location in winter 2012 reported PAHs 

428 concentration in PM2.5 during a smog and a post-smog episode: 1223 ng m-3 and 224 ng m-3, 

429 respectively (Mikuška et al., 2015). PAHs can be associated with particles with different size 

430 ranges (Topinka et al., 2013). Modes in the mass size distribution for PAHs are typically 

431 within the ultrafine and accumulation mode (0.1-1 μm) (Keyte et al., 2013). In a previous 

432 study performed by Topinka et al. (2015) in the same locality, PAHs were measured in the 

433 size segregated PM with 24 hour time resolution and were found in all the PM size fractions, 

434 mostly in the upper accumulation mode (0.5–1 µm). Nevertheless, the scanning electron 

435 microscopy suggested that the accumulation mode fraction was mostly composed of UFPs 

436 aggregates. This finding was confirmed by our previous study: high concentrations of UFPs 

437 highly enriched with PAHs were measured when downwind of the large steelworks (Leoni at 

438 al., 2016). 
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439 In this study, PAH concentrations measured in PM1 ranged from 23 to 197 ng m-3, with an 

440 average of 66 ng m-3. PAHs showed positive correlation with R-homopane (r2=0.88) and 

441 levoglucosan (r2=0.67). Correlation is also found between total PAHs and the CC factor 

442 resolved with NSD (Fig. 4), with r2=0.68. Higher PAH concentrations are observed with low 

443 WS (1-2 m s-1) and north WD, where the urban settlement with single family houses is 

444 situated (Fig. S12). 

445 In summary, according to the previous and present studies, three sources are contributing to 

446 PAH pollution at the receptor site, based on WD: industrial emissions with southwesterly 

447 wind, BB and CC with north-northeasterly wind. The size of the particles enriched with 

448 PAHs is different: in the case of industrial emissions, PAHs enrich the UFPs; in the case of 

449 the combustion emissions, PAHs enrich the accumulation fraction. Higher time resolution 

450 analysis can give further insight on the sources of PAHs at this location. Highly resolved 

451 PAH analysis and comparison with the WS and direction provides information on the 

452 variable impact of industrial/combustion emissions, and consequently elucidates the major 

453 PAHs source.

454
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455 Figure 4. Linear regression of total PAHs (ng m-3) measured in PM1 and the factor CC 

456 (particles cm-3) resolved with NSD.

457 Conclusions

458 The aim of this study was to identify the major sources of atmospheric particles in an EU air 

459 pollution hot spot down to nanoparticles and to give further insight on PAHs sources. Here 
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460 we find that the industrial source is the major contributor to the PNC at the receptor. The 

461 largest contribution to PNC is made by UFPs or nanoparticles (54%). The UFPs 

462 concentration increases with WS and south-westerly WD. Additionally, in the ultrafine size 

463 range, a minor source is fresh road traffic emissions. This study was not able to make a clear 

464 separation and quantification of nanoparticles originated from industry or road traffic. Also, it 

465 was not possible to assign a specific industrial process to the different factors in the ultrafine 

466 size range (for example coke production, iron production or sintering) due to the complexity 

467 of the industrial emissions, the mixture of stationary and fugitive emissions, the continuous or 

468 batch processes, the close proximity of processes in the facility, the vicinity of the facility 

469 itself to the receptor site. The major sources of particle volume concentration at the receptor 

470 are CC and urban background, composed by particles originating from biomass burning and 

471 road traffic (56%). The contribution of combustion sources is observed with low WS and 

472 north-north easterly WD.

473 Data analysis based on both NSD and chemical composition, elucidated many components in 

474 common, as well as other factors which were unique to each method. From this study, we can 

475 conclude that the two approaches are complementary. Due to the very small mass of the 

476 UFPs, it is often not possible to include them in PMF modeling, of PM sampled with 

477 impaction techniques. In this study, the two factors in the ultrafine size range were partially 

478 below the lowest cutoff of the 8DRUM impactor (90 nm). On the other hand, the source 

479 attribution to the NSD factors alone can be challenging due to the lack of chemical 

480 information. For the NSD source identification, the auxiliary variables and the meteorology 

481 data are important. Nevertheless, multiple sources can emit gaseous pollutants, for example 

482 CO, NO, NO2, can be originated by combustion, vehicular traffic, industry. A more specific 

483 tracer of CC is SO2, which is not produced by traffic emission, but distinguishing between 

484 industrial and coal combustion for heating purposes is often difficult. The organic tracers 

485 (levoglucosan and homohopanes) played a crucial role in the sources identification in this 

486 study, because they allowed apportioning the sources without ambiguity. 

487 Regarding PAHs, the results from this study and from the previous studies were analyzed. 

488 Three main sources are contributing to PAH pollution in Ostrava: industrial emissions, 

489 combustion of biomass and coal. These sources contribute to different particle size and 

490 depend on WS and WD. With southwestern WD, industrial sources are dominant, and with 

491 north-north eastern WD the combustion sources play a major role.

492

493
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26 PMF analysis

27 In aerosol science, receptor models are mathematical approaches used for identifying and 

28 quantifying different atmospheric particles sources. Specifically, PMF model identifies and 

29 quantifies the contribution to each source to the samples. The identification is based on key 

30 species (tracers), combination of species, or size distribution characteristics. 

31 The fundamental principle of PMF is the mass conservation and the goal of PMF is to solve the 

32 chemical mass balance equation. The main physical constraint is that the source composition 

33 must be non-negative. In fact, a source does not emit a negative quantity of pollution, or it 

34 becomes a sink. Also, the sum of the predicted contributions for each source must be less than or 

35 equal to the total measured mass for each variable. PMF performs a matrix factorization, which 

36 consists of decomposing a matrix of sample data X into two sub-matrices. The two sub-matrices 

37 contain the species profile for each factor (G), and the amount of mass/number contributing by 

38 each factor to each individual sample (F), plus the unexplained part E (difference between 

39 measured and calculated species concentration) (Brown et al., 2015).

40

41 X= GF + E

42

43 When using PMF for source apportionment, there are many parameters involved in the 

44 determination of the factor matrices, and the change of one of them may lead to a different 

45 solution. To find the optimal solution, several runs with different conditions must be made. In the 

46 following section, the strategy applied for the PMF analysis is explained, focusing on the 

47 evaluation of the diagnostics provided by the model. The interpretation of the PMF results and 

48 the choice of the best solution is the most crucial step that must be done by the operator. All the 

49 diagnostics must be evaluated and the best solution is a trade-off between the physical meaning 

50 of the solution, the diagnostics of the model and the goodness of the fit.

51 First step: preparation and analysis of the input data. The PMF input data consist of two 

52 matrices: concentration and uncertainty. The matrices must have the same dimensions and must 

53 not contain missing data or negative/zero values. The data matrices of the mass chemical 

54 composition were prepared in compliance with the procedure described in Polissar et al., 1998. 

55 For the NSD uncertainty U, this method was used (Vu et al., 2015):
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56 𝜎𝑖,𝑗 =  {𝛼(𝑁𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑁𝑗)  𝑁𝑖,𝑗 > 0

2𝑁𝑗            𝑁𝑖,𝑗 = 0�
57

58 𝑈 =  𝜎𝑖,𝑗 + 𝐶
3
(𝑁𝑖,𝑗) 

59 σ the error for every size bin i and measurement j. Ni,j is the particle number concentration for 

60 size bin i and measurement j. α is an arbitrary constant 0.01. The missing data were replaced 

61 with the average particle number concentration  and the related uncertainties were assumed to 𝑁
62 be three times . C3 is a constant value ranging between 0.01 and 0.5, which should be chosen 𝑁
63 according to the distribution of the scaled residuals and the of uncertainty/concentration ratio of 

64 10-20%. The distribution should be between +2 and -2. If the number of scales residuals >3 is 

65 high, it can be necessary to increase the uncertainty or to change the number of factors. In this 

66 study C3 was chosen as 0.08. The calculated uncertainty/concentration ratio ranged from a 

67 minimum of 10% and a maximum of 17% in average. 

68 A total of 138 missing data (4.7% of the dataset) were excluded from the modeling. 122 data 

69 were missing due to data transfer problems and a power outage that occurred on March 4th; 16 

70 data were erased as outliers because of very high pollution peaks.

71 When the matrices are ready, it is necessary to upload them in the model and a crucial step is to 

72 decide if a variable is strong/weak/bad. First, to understand if a variable is strong/weak/bad, a 

73 detailed knowledge of the dataset, of the sampling and the analytical techniques is needed. Than 

74 the signal to noise ratio (S/R) must be observed. A variable is weak if it has signal and noise in 

75 comparable amounts (S/R=1). Similarly, variables having more noise than signal are termed bad 

76 variables (Reff et al., 2007). Downweighing the weak variables by a factor 3 is recommended, to 

77 protect in the case that the error level of some variables has been underestimated. Regarding bad 

78 variables, where hardly a signal is visible from the noise, the recommendation is to omit these 

79 variables, or to strongly downweight by a factor 5 or 10 (Paatero and Hopke, 2003). It is 

80 important to know whether a variable can be retained in the analysis. For the particle number 

81 size distribution, the weak variables that were excluded from previous studies are typically the 

82 first and last SMPS size bins, and the last APS bins, due to the high variability and the presence 

83 of zeroes. Lastly, it is necessary to observe the time series of very variable, to determine whether 

84 temporal patterns are present and if there are unusual events or outliers. Extreme events can be 
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85 excluded from the modeling if they perturb the solution, they cause high scale residuals number, 

86 they generate spurious factors.

87 Second step: base model execution. The model must be run with different number of factors and 

88 for each run diagnostics must be evaluated. The choice of the factors number is crucial. Too few 

89 factors lead to the combination of sources, while too many factors split one source into two non-

90 existing sources. To understand the correct number of factors is necessary to observe the Q 

91 value. The Qtheoretical gives information about the quality of the fit since the optimal solution 

92 should have a Qtrue not too different from the Qtheoretical. The ratio Qtrue/Qtheoretical must be around 

93 1. In some cases, the optimal solution does not fully satisfy this requirement, for example when a 

94 dataset contains a lot of weak variables. The Qtheoretical in this study was calculated according to 

95 the EPA PMF 5.0 User Guide. For NSD PMF, Qtrue/Qtheoretical was 0.998.

96 The second diagnostic to analyze are the scaled residuals. If the input data are correct, the plot of 

97 scaled residuals values against their frequency should be normally distributed, with the majority 

98 between -3 and +3. If some residuals are outside this region, it is possible that there are extreme 

99 events or outliers in the data, or the number of factors is not optimal. Distribution with large 

100 spread indicates that the uncertainty is too low, while a distribution centered near zero indicates 

101 that uncertainty are too high. Third step is to observe the goodness of fit, comparing the 

102 predicted species with the original concentrations, using regression and time series. The 

103 observed/predicted regression coefficients must be as close as possible to 1 and the time series of 

104 modeled variables should fit as best as possible the time series of the original variable (Fig. S1).  

105 Table S1: Summary of PMF diagnostics for NSD and chemical composition modeling.

Diagnostic NSD Chemical composition

N. of observations 2905 120

Missing values 4.7% 10%

Qexpected/theoretical 85028 2327

Qtrue 85216 2641

Qrobust 84866 2640

Species with Q/Qexpected>2 18.5 nm K

DISP swaps 0 0

BS mapping 100% 92 – 100%

106
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108 Figure S1. The linear regression between measured/ predicted values.

109

110 Lastly, the G-plots must be observed. The G-plots show scatter plots of one factor versus another 

111 factor are they are very important to verify the relationship between the factors. The G plots are 

112 generated with the assumption that the determined factors are uncorrelated between each other. If 

113 the factors are independent one of another, the points should fill the all scatter plot space. The 

114 more stable solution will have many samples with zero contribution on both axes. Imagining 

115 straight lines passing through the origin of axes including all the points between them, the lines 

116 should be as much close to the Cartesian axes. If the points are not aligned with the Cartesian 

117 axes, an edge can be observed in the plot, which means there might be an overlooked factor or 

118 there is rotational ambiguity in the solution.

119 Third step: error evaluation wit bootstrap (BS) and displacement (DISP). A number of 

120 phenomena can contribute to the uncertainty of the solution modeled by PMF: temporal variation 

121 of PM sources, measurements errors, sampling variability, errors in the model, for example 

122 wrong factor number (Reff et al., 2007). The technique of bootstrapping is used to check the 

123 validity of the solution. Bootstrapping consist of randomly selecting n samples to create new 

124 datasets and executing the PMF on each new dataset. Multiple PMF solutions are generated 

125 using the series of data that are resampled version of the original dataset. Several hundreds of 

126 bootstrapped samples can be used, and the summary statistics are calculated by the model. In this 

127 study for example, 100 BS runs were performed for both NSD and chemical composition 
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128 solutions. If the same sources are identified in most of the bootstrapped samples, the solution of 

129 the original dataset can be considered stable. Mapping over 80% of the factor indicates that the 

130 number of factor can be appropriate (Table S1). 

131 The DISP explores the rotational ambiguity in a PMF solution by assessing the largest range of 

132 source profile values without appreciable increase in the Q value. Each fitted element in the 

133 factor profile matrix in the base PMF solution is displaced from its fitted value far enough so that 

134 the Q increases by a predetermined amount called Qmax. The variables are perturbed within a 

135 certain interval, which has a certain extension (the boxplot in the results diagnostics). If the 

136 variable is perturbed so much that the factor changes its identity, a swap occurs. If a swap occurs, 

137 it means that the solution is not robust enough and another solution might be a better choice. 
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158 Table S2. Upper/lower and average diameter of the NSD size ranges, used as input variables in 

159 the PMF model. In bold is the overlap size range between SMPS and APS. 

Size range
PMF input 

variable
Variable n.

Lower midpoint 

diameter

Upper midpoint 

diameter
Average diameter

1 17.8 19.2 18.5

2 19.9 21.4 20.6

3 22.1 23.8 22.9

4 24.6 26.5 25.5

5 27.5 29.4 28.4

6 30.5 32.8 31.6

7 34.0 36.6 35.3

8 37.9 40.7 39.3

9 42.2 45.4 43.8

10 47.0 50.5 48.8

11 52.3 56.2 54.3

12 58.3 62.7 60.5

13 65.0 69.9 67.4

14 72.5 77.8 75.1

15 80.6 86.6 83.6

16 89.9 96.5 93.2

17 100.0 107.6 103.8

18 111.5 119.8 115.6

19 124.2 133.5 128.8

20 138.3 148.7 143.5

21 154.1 165.7 159.9

22 171.7 184.5 178.0

23 191.3 205.6 198.4

24 213.1 229.0 221.0

25 237.4 255.1 246.2

26 264.4 284.1 274.2

27 294.5 316.6 305.5

28 328.2 352.6 340.3

29 365.5 392.8 379.1

30 407.2 437.6 422.3

31 453.6 487.4 470.4

32 505.3 542.0 523.7
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33 583.0 673.0 627.3

34 723.0 835.0 778.3

35 898.0 1037.0 966.7

36 1114.0 1286.0 1199.0

37 1382.0 1596.0 1488.0

38 1715.0 1981.0 1846.3

39 2129.0 2458.0 2291.7

40 2642.0 3051.0 2844.0

41 3278.0 3786.0 3529.0

42 4068.0 10370.0 7219
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161

162 Figure S2. Boxplots of PNCs, gaseous pollutants, PM2.5, PM10, PAHs and TC. Middle line represents the median, the box is the inter 

163 quartile range, the whiskers indicate 1.5 inter quartile range.
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183

184 Figure S3. Polar plots and daily patterns of PM10, gaseous pollutants (NO, NO2, SO2, CO) and 

185 TC, shaded area in the daily pattern plot represents the 95th % confidence interval.

186

187 Figure S4. Wind rose for the whole sampling campaign (February 5 to March 7, 2014).
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188

189 Figure S5: Time series for wind speed and direction (top) and particle number size distribution 

190 (bottom). Black line indicates concentration of industrial/traffic fresh emitted nanoparticles 

191 (factor 1) and the grey line of NO.`

192

193 Figure S6. Left: linear regressions between 24-hours concentration of levoglucosan and Factor 3 

194 -urban background PNC. Right: linear regression of 24-hours averages of R homohopane and 

195 Factor 4 - CC PNC.
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196

197 Figure S7. Linear regression between total carbon and NSD factor 4 – coal combustion. 

198

199

200

201

202

203

204

205

206 Figure S8. Daily pattern of the factor SIA/CC/BB obtained with chemical composition PMF. 
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207

208 Figure S9. Factor profiles for the resolved factors of PM0.09-1.15 by PMF.
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209

210 Figure S10. Temporal variations in the estimated contributions from the four factors resolved by 

211 PMF.
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212

213

214 Figure S11. CWT of Factor 5 regional pollution (above) and PSCF (below). The data in the 

215 CWT are expressed in Ncm-3.
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216

217

218 Fig. S12. Polar plots for 2-hours chemical composition factors and 24-hours PAHs in PM1. The 

219 24 hours PAHs averages were extended to the 15-minutes vector averages of WS and WD. 

220

221

222

223
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224

225 Fig. S13. Time series of Industrial coarse particles/road dust factor resolved with NSD (solid 

226 line) and factors road dust/ Sinter/steel production resolved with chemical composition (dashed 

227 lines).


